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ABSTRACT

This paper proposes a frame work for embedded system management. The management system can automatically monitor and maintain the Internet connected embedded-systems such as sensor devices, set-top box, web-pad, information appliances, PDA, etc. Users can easily diagnose system state, resolve system problems, maintain and update applications, and back up user information using the management system. We implement prototype for the management system on embedded Linux system and High-available Linux system.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Besides PC, many users make use of Internet-connected devices in which small computer systems are required. These kinds of Internet-connected embedded systems such as smart home appliance, web-pad, TV set-top box, cellular-phone, sensor devices and PDA tend to offer users more convenience than traditional devices. But by inheriting nature of complex computer systems, they may need some management from time to time. Monitoring system state, updating software and even more enhancing system performance and preventing system failures are needed. Unlike PCs having standard architecture and software, it might be very hard or impossible for users to do maintain embedded systems. Thus we propose a framework for the Internet-connected embedded system management that automatically monitors and maintains the embedded-systems so that we can maintain and enhance the computing resource effectively. In prototype for management system is implemented on embedded Linux system kit and High-Available Linux system.

There are many system monitoring software for PCs, workstations and network devices such as BigBrother[1], MRTG[2], and MON[3]. System failure preventing software for server system have been developed such as IBM Director software [4]. Some operating system and application software offer the automatic software update via network for PCs and servers. But, there are no notable products that perform monitoring system, preventing system failures and updating software for the embedded systems like information appliance. Exhaustion in the availability of system resources and numerical error leads to software aging[5]. Software aging can cause system failure and performance degradation. Many embedded systems have to operate long time without stop and need to high availability. These kinds of embedded system can be suffered from software aging. Software rejuvenation[6,7] is a proactive technique for fault management by cleaning up the system state to avoid or reduce the occurrence of severe crash failures[8]. Software aging in the target systems can be detected by monitoring the system state. We can restore system to initial or clean state using software rejuvenation. Recently IBM developed Director software rejuvenation utility for eServer xSeries with Duke University [9]. As a part of server management tool, IBM Director offers system monitoring and software rejuvenation.

2. EMBEDDED SYSTEM MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK
We propose the following schemes for embedded system management: (1) remote monitoring the Internet-connected embedded systems for easy trouble-shooting and performance improvement, (2) reducing the maintenance cost by automatic software update, maintaining the user data on the embedded systems, and providing the useful information, (3) preventing system failure by the software aging, and (4) developing the high available management server supporting the embedded systems, which offers embedded system information and controls embedded systems.

Fig. 1. System Configuration of the Embedded-System Management

Fig. 1 shows our system configuration for embedded system management. The proposed system offers following features: monitoring system state, preventing system failure, maintaining user/application data, and updating software for embedded systems.

Fig. 2. System Framework

The embedded system management consists of three parts: (1) the embedded agent, (2) the management server, and (3) the management console as depicted in Fig. 2. We implement prototype for the management system on our test bed consisting of Embedded Linux system and High-Available Linux system.

2.1 Embedded system monitoring

The embedded system monitoring is executed via Internet connection. When a management server requests embedded system state, the embedded systems gather system state information then send back system information to the management server. Because the embedded system has limited system resources, the activity of monitoring on embedded system may reduce system performance. Therefore the embedded agent that performs monitoring should be implemented small and simple. In our implementation, embedded system monitoring deals with CPU, memory, disk, and network usage.

2.2 Software rejuvenation

Software rejuvenation method is used for preventing system failures caused by software aging. There are two ways to achieve software rejuvenation: (1) when software aging is detected by monitoring system state, rejuvenation is performed, or alternatively rejuvenation is performed periodically by predefined time table. Software rejuvenation is performed by restarting or cleaning system or application. Then aged system or application restarts from an initial state or the last saved state. In our implementation for software rejuvenation is executed in system level. Software rejuvenation is performed at detection of software aging or pre-defined time.

3. IMPLEMENTATION FOR EMBEDDED SYSTEM MANAGEMENT

Test bed for our prototyping consists of Embedded Linux system as a embedded system and High-Available Linux system as a management server. The test bed is described in Table 1.

Table 1. Test Bed System Setup

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System Types</th>
<th>Hardware specification</th>
<th>OS</th>
<th>Assumed role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Embedded system | • Embedded Board  
- Intel StrongARM processor  
- 16MB Memory,  
16MB Flash  
• Tynux (Embedded Linux) | • PDA  
Home Information appliance  
Set-top box | |
| Management server | • PC  
- Intel Pentium 3  
- RedHat Linux 7.0 | • Home PC  
Web pad | |
| Management console | • PC  
- Intel Pentium 3  
- RedHat Linux 7.1  
- Windows 2000 | • High available server | |
| | • PC | • PC | |
The test bed for embedded system is Tynux box that is an embedded system development board from PalmPalm tech[10]. The Tynux box is equipped with StrongARM processor which is widely used for recent PDA systems and operating system for Tynux box is Tynux embedded Linux. The operating system of Tynux box is a small size embedded Linux developed for portable Internet-connected devices by PalmPalm tech. The test beds for management server and management console platform are Intel Pentium III PCs with Redhat Linux 7.1. The management server is on typical Linux system but in future implementation; management server will be high available Linux system. The management console program is able to run on both Linux and Windows OS. We has developed management console program on Linux system with SUN Java SDK 1.3.

3.1 Embedded Agent

The embedded agent resides on embedded systems as an application layer and it monitors system state, restarting the applications or the operating system to recover from failures, and updating software by the management server. The embedded agent can not store large data in local embedded system but in management server. TCP or UDP protocol is used for network connection via Internet. On embedded system, the embedded agent is executed as daemon or invoked by inetd daemon.

![Diagram of Embedded Agent Functions](image)

Fig. 3. The Embedded Agent Functions

Fig. 3 shows a flow chart of functions performed in an embedded agent application. When the agent receives monitoring request from a management server, it gathers system information by reading proc file or calling Linux system call and report monitoring results to the management server. When the agent receives rejuvenation request, it decides whether to perform system level rejuvenation or application level rejuvenation, then it restarts all application or only a specified application on system, and finally sends rejuvenation result message to the management server. The software update occurs when the agent receives update request. When the agent receives updated software from server, it restarts system as well as performs software rejuvenation. In our test bed, updating software has simply implemented replacing the Linux kernel image file and the file system image files. Then embedded agent restart system with updated kernel and file system.

3.2 Embedded Management Server

The management program on High-Available server holds all needed data as XML data format for embedded system management. The management program schedules monitoring system state and restarting application/operating system, which is a method of software rejuvenation to refresh the system state to prevent the system from failures, and updates software by preset plans or automated algorithms. The management server also offers some additional facilities such as storage space for the embedded systems suffering from lack of disk space. We have implemented system monitoring and rejuvenation functions and other additional functions will be implemented by the second quarter of 2002.

![Diagram of Software Configuration](image)

Fig. 4. Software Configuration

Fig. 4 shows software configuration of the management server and the embedded agent. The management data consists of embedded system information, monitoring schedule, rejuvenation scheme, software update plan and monitoring/rejuvenation result. Using XML for storing data has a number of advantages comparing with database or proprietary data format. With XML we can easily transform XML data to other data format and manipulate data. The management server application written in JAVA uses Apache Xerces parser library with SAX, DOM from W3C for manipulating XML data. Fig. 5 and 6 are XML data examples of our implementation.

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<DOCTYPE RESULT SYSTEM "results.dtd">
<Result>
<System>
<Serial>1</Serial>
<Monitor>
<IP>202.30.0.11</IP>
<Time>
<Year>2002</Year>
<Month>1</Month>
<Day>1</Day>
<Hour>12</Hour>
<Min>0</Min>
</Time>
<CPU>20</CPU>
```
result message and write it in "Result.xml". Monitoring events in embedded system occur periodically with predefined interval for each system, typically 5 minutes, or at a specified time of the day, week, and month. Software rejuvenation happens in two ways. The administrator can specify the rejuvenation time, which is periodic or one shot. The rejuvenation periods should depend on embedded system characteristc. The second way of software rejuvenation is based on monitoring results. In our implementation, administrator set threshold value of percentage of memory usage or CPU usage. When monitored value of embedded system exceeds this threshold, the rejuvenation performs automatically. Software update is performed in similar way of monitoring and rejuvenation but transferring software is needed. Based on information of embedded systems from "Plan.xml", management server prepares a proper kernel image and a file system image which holds application code and data, respectively. Then it sends a software update notification message and starts transmitting the kernel image and the file system image. After embedded agent receives the image files and restarts system, it send back a software update confirmation message to the embedded management server. The embedded management server receives the message that the embedded system finished a software update, then it checks the updated software version information of the embedded system and writes a software update result log into "Result.xml".

3.3 Embedded Console

The administrator can obtain all information about the embedded systems and manipulates management plans and chooses algorithms on the remote management console. The facilities provided by the console application are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. The Functions of Management Console

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function types</th>
<th>View</th>
<th>Input/Edit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>• Embedded system information</td>
<td>• Embedded system information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring</td>
<td>• Embedded system state</td>
<td>• Monitoring period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Monitoring items</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rejuvenation</td>
<td>• Software rejuvenation log</td>
<td>• Rejuvenation scheme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Rejuvenation method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Update</td>
<td>• Software update log</td>
<td>• Update scheme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Software data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The administrator can perform the following transactions on the console: (1) add and remove target embedded systems, (2) determine monitoring period and rejuvenation policy, (3) obtain information about embedded system monitoring and
rejuvenation results. The embedded console application is written in JAVA so that user can install console program on Windows as well as Linux.

4. CONCLUSION

Proposed management schemes for embedded system integrate system management functions such as monitoring system state, software rejuvenation and software update. The aim of this research is providing efficiencies and value-added to Internet-connected information devices and smart appliances. Our research and proposed embedded-system management system are able to improve the Internet-connected embedded system performances without annoying continuous attention for embedded systems.
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